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Greetings,

Spring is a wonderful time of year, celebrated with an explosion of life! Our landscapes, fields and 
wood lots exhibit a renewed and inviting environment. Throughout April and May, our streams, 
rivers, lakes and oceans become warmer. All creatures, large and small, begin another life cycle. We 
are fortunate, as we’re in the midst of another changing season! 

How are you today? I certainly hope your response was overwhelmingly positive! If you’re reading 
this, then you have much to be thankful for. You live in the United States of America, the greatest 
country on Earth! You woke up this morning with food for your breakfast and a purpose in life. You 
may have hit the gym or jumped on your home treadmill, prior to taking the kids to school. You are 
employed, supporting yourself and possibly a family. You have the opportunity to better yourself 
daily! You are alive!  

To start off the season, I traveled to Nashville, Tenn., to celebrate PRSM’s 15th anniversary, at the 
PRSM 2011 National Conference.  My time spent in Nashville was a very positive experience; PRSM 
membership has grown, more vendors are exhibiting, more retail members are attending, there 
were great educational sessions, etc. 

This was the best PRSM Conference I have experienced in the past three years. People’s positive 
attitudes set the tone for a great conference. Both the retailer and vendor attendees were more 
relaxed, confident and engaged than ever before. I believe this splendid environment is the result of 
an increase in the current economy, as well as job security. Also, the Nashville community certainly 
showed off their hospitality, and everyone was very gracious to this “Northerner.”     

This summer, enjoy your families and pastimes with passion! Seize the moment and be optimistic 
about your promising life and future.

If we have not had the opportunity to meet, I look forward to doing so in the future!

Sincerely,

Kevin Dent
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When It Rains, It Pours
The time of year is approaching again when most forms of media are covering impending hurricanes. This should be a reminder 
that it is time to prepare for all types of weather conditions. The 2010 summer storms were less severe than most meteorologists 
predicted; however, this is not a reason to let your guard down. It is crucial to take proper steps to protect your company, 
property and customers. Below are a few tips of the trade:

Hurricane season can often be detrimental to a company’s success. You need your property to be functional, safe and liability-
free. As a DENTCO customer, we will assist with your storm recovery. With our preparations and infrastructure as support, 
any needed storm cleanup will be prompt and professionally documented. We look forward to helping you protect your exterior 
assets.

• Develop a flood emergency response plan
• Monitor the upcoming storms and weather patterns
• Explore your exterior and identify high-risk flood areas
• Locate any outside equipment that may be damaged by bad weather conditions
• Secure outside storage
• Repair any roofing issues created from the winter season
• Check and frequently monitor that the sump pumps are functioning properly
• Look out for all exterior drains and make sure they are clear of debris
• Install weather protection barriers around all exterior equipment that needs

shielding
• Secure all doors and windows

Property Surveys
As we transition from spring into summer, DENTCO is managing your property’s exteriors and identifying any existing needs. 
Our Quality Services Team conducts a full property survey to evaluate the condition of your exterior assets. We prepare your 
Property Survey Report to include safety issue needs, preventative maintenance opportunities and brand enhancements. We 
perform this annual report as a value added service to our customers; it’s free! We deliver it in time for your fiscal year budgeting 
process, assisting you with sorting capital expenditure needs.

Additional exterior maintenance (to include graffiti, signage, lighting and exterior building maintenance)

Our value to you is not a promise, it is our culture! DENTCO is committed to providing superior Exterior Services Management 
and customer focused support. Our annual property survey is an excellent example! 

Irrigation Parking Lots

Mulch Concrete Areas and Dumpsters

Landscaping Bollards, Car Stops and Curbing

Pruning Catch Basins and Drainage

Curb appeal is a mirror that reflects your brand and how you do business. Keep this in 
mind even if the location is closed.  Your idle locations must be maintained to support 
your community image and encourage a potential lease or sale. DENTCO will give 
these locations the attention they need to improve your brand and curb appeal. 

We have seen a steady increase in the retail market with sites 
becoming vacant or going to a “dark store” status.  A vacant 
property attracts unwanted individuals, their purpose being 
to vandalize or deposit various materials and debris, saving 
them the cost of disposal. This creates a major headache for 
your facility department. Often, you are not aware until you 
receive a violation and fine from the local municipality or 
notice from an upset neighbor. 

DENTCO manages illegal dumping and graffiti tagging, 
allowing your facility team to concentrate on their higher 
priorities of your property management. We will keep your 

facilities safe and clean by ensuring our qualified contractors 
and inspectors manage 
your exteriors, keeping 
us notified of any 
needs. We will deal 
with the code officers 
on violations to ensure 
they are satisfied and 
your property meets 
code—a professional 
service from DENTCO. Your neighbors will be happy that 
your vacant property is being properly maintained, ready for 
tenants or a new owner!  

The solution is within your grasp as DENTCO’s Exterior 
Services Management® includes graffiti removal, parking lot 
sweeping, repairs and maintenance, landscaping renovations 
and maintenance, and pressure washing to keep your curb 
appeal inviting. Let our DENTCO team remove your dark 
store pains! 


